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Introduction: Complete surgical tumor resection is paramount in the

management of soft tissue sarcoma (STS) in humans, dogs, and cats alike.

Near-infrared targeted tracers for fluorescence-guided surgery (FGS) could

facilitate intraoperative visualization of the tumor and improve resection

accuracy. Target identification is complicated in STS due to the rarity and

heterogeneity of the disease. This study aims to validate the expression of

fibroblast activation protein alpha (FAP) in selected human, canine, and feline

STS subtypes to assess the value of FAP as a target for FGS and to validate

companion animals as a translational model.

Methods: Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue samples from 53 canine

STSs (perivascular wall tumor (PWT), canine fibrosarcoma (cFS), and STS not further

specified (NOS)), 24 feline fibrosarcomas, and 39 human STSs (myxofibrosarcoma,

undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, and

malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor) as well as six canine and seven feline

healthy controls and 10 inflamed tissue samples were immunohistochemically

stained for their FAP expression. FAP labeling in tumor, peritumoral, healthy skin,

and inflamed tissue samples was quantified using a visually assessed

semiquantitative expression score and digital image analysis. Target selection

criteria (TASC) scoring was subsequently performed as previously described.

Results: Eighty-five percent (85%) of human (33/39), 76% of canine (40/53), and

92% of feline (22/24) STSs showed FAP positivity in over 10% of the tumor cells. A

high expression was determined in 53% canine (28/53), 67% feline (16/24), and

44% human STSs (17/39). The average FAP-labeled area of canine, feline, and

human STSs was 31%, 33%, and 42%, respectively (p > 0.8990). The FAP-positive
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tumor area was larger in STS compared to healthy and peritumoral tissue samples

(p < 0.0001). TASC scores were above 18 for all feline and human STS subtypes

and canine PWTs but not for canine STS NOS and cFS.

Conclusion: This study represents the first cross-species target evaluation of FAP

for STS. Our results demonstrate that FAP expression is increased in various STS

subtypes compared to non-cancerous tissues across species, thereby validating

dogs and cats as suitable animal models. Based on a TASC score, FAP could be

considered a target for FGS.
KEYWORDS

comparative oncology, animal models, TASC-score, molecular imaging, biomarker,
fluorescence guided surgery, digital pathology
Introduction

Soft tissue sarcomas (STSs) are mesenchymal tumors consisting

of a variety of histological and molecular different subtypes that

affect humans as well as companion animals (1, 2). In adolescents,

STSs belong to the group of so-called rare cancers comprising less

than 1% of all malignant tumors, with incidence rates ranging

between 4 and 7 per 100,000 people per year (3, 4). In dogs, STSs are

10 times more common, representing 10.9% of all diagnosed

malignancies with an incidence rate of 40.1 per 100,000 dogs per

year (5). Over 70 different human STS subtypes can be identified

(6); among these, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma (UPS),

liposarcoma, myxofibrosarcoma (MFS), and malignant peripheral

nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) are common subtypes (4, 7). The

classification of STS on the sole basis of conventional microscopic

morphology is complicated, and immunohistochemical (IHC) and

molecular analyses are indispensable (6). In companion animals,

differentiation is not as distinct, and much less subtypes have been

described (8). Common diagnosed STS entities in dogs are

perivascular wall tumors (PWTs), canine fibrosarcoma (cFS), or

STS not further specified (STS NOS) (5). In the feline population,

STS represents the second most common skin tumor, making up

17% of tumor diagnoses in this species, and feline fibrosarcoma

(fFS) is the most common subtype (9, 10).
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Irrespective of the actual tumor entity, histologic types, tumor

grades, and the biological behavior of STS are comparable across

species with often a dismal outcome (2, 11). Treatment of STS is

interdisciplinary, and a case-specific evaluation is mandatory in

order to decide which treatments must be applied (1). While

adjuvant or neo-adjuvant radiation therapy (RT) and

chemotherapy are important pillars of a tailored therapeutic plan,

first-line treatment for localized and resectable STS remains

complete tumor resection in all species (1, 8, 12, 13). STS displays

a high tendency for local recurrences due to their aggressive local

behavior (11, 14–19). The success of surgical procedures is essential,

as complete resection remains the only important prognostic factor

for local recurrence and disease progression that clinicians can

influence in all species (20–22). Although preoperative functional

and/or molecular imaging modalities are increasingly used to

improve perioperative planning (23, 24), precise estimation of the

true tumor margin during surgery can remain very challenging. The

presence of not clinically visible cellular tumor extensions

infiltrating the peritumoral tissue is an obstacle that the surgeon

cannot overcome by vision or tactile investigation (8, 12). Even

following resection with wide margins, incomplete margins after

resection occur in up to 28% of human patients and up to 41% of

dogs, increasing the risk for local recurrence and disease

progression (12, 21, 25). In humans, the completeness of surgery

is highly dependent on the preoperative planning and the expertise

of the institution. Treatment in specialized referral centers with a

high number of selected patients is therefore highly recommended.

Improved tumor visualization in the operating room represents an

unmet clinical need, and the development of new imaging

approaches bridging the gap between preoperative radiologic

imaging and postoperative histopathological assessment remains

an area of active investigation in this disease to address this

shortcoming (25–28).

Near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence-guided surgery (FGS)

introduces a new approach to address this challenge in surgical

oncology. A targeted fluorescent contrast agent is injected

intravenously and accumulates in the tumor tissue where it emits

light in the NIR spectrum (650–800 nm) after excitation with
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specific NIR camera systems (28). For specific accumulation of the

fluorescent dye in the tumor, a fluorophore is coupled to a targeting

moiety—a small molecule, peptide, or antibody—that specifically

recognizes a target overexpressed in the tumor cells or the tumor

microenvironment (26). The enhanced NIR signal in the cancerous

tissue can then guide the surgeon toward a more precise tumor

resection. Proper identification of tumor-specific targets for

molecular imaging is key to the success of this technique (25).

Although the technique of targeted NIR-based tumor imaging is

rapidly evolving (25, 27, 29) and the first targeted dye has been

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the

heterogeneity and low incidence of STS make identification of

targets challenging. So far, only one phase I clinical study

evaluating bevacizumab-800CW, a NIR dye targeting vascular

endothelial growth factor, is available in human patients with

different types of STS. This study documented acceptable in vivo

safety and general feasibility (30).

Recently, fibroblast activation protein alpha (FAP) has gained

interest as a potential target in solid tumors. FAP is a cell surface

glycoprotein with dipeptidyl peptidase and endopeptidase activity

(31). It is known to be primarily expressed in cancer-associated

fibroblasts (CAFs), the major cell component in the tumor

microenvironment of solid tumors. CAFs are key players in tumor

progression, confer treatment resistance, and promote tumor

invasion, metastasis formation, and immunosuppression (32).

Epithelial tumor cells and fibroblasts in benign conditions do not

typically express FAP, while expression of FAP on mesenchymal

tumor cells was documented by IHC in two human studies (33, 34).

FAP overexpression in CAFs and cancer cells is also associated with a

worse prognosis (35). FAP inhibitors (FAPIs) have been radiolabeled

for the purpose of molecular imaging using PET/CT, and a recent

study in adults with STS documented the feasibility to image STS

using this target (24). Finally, FAP-targeted radioligand therapies are

currently under investigation (36).

Based on these results, it seems reasonable to investigate the

expression of FAP across different STS entities in different species to

evaluate if i) FAP might be a potential target for future NIR imaging

and ii) expression is comparable between species to determine the

translational value of dogs and cats as models.

The aim of this study was, therefore, to assess the expression of

FAP in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human,

canine, and feline STS samples as well as in inflammatory and

normal healthy tissue samples using IHC and to determine the

target selection criteria (TASC) score (37, 38).
Materials and methods

Selection of canine and feline tissues

FFPE archival tissue samples of canine and feline STSs were

retrieved from the archives of the Institute for Veterinary Pathology,

University of Zurich. STS samples comprised biopsies or surgical

resections with the diagnosis of canine PWT, cFS, canine STS NOS,

and fFS. Diagnosis and grading were performed for clinical purposes
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by two board-certified pathologists (P.G. and C.K.) using 2-mm
sections stained with a routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain

and IHC. Diagnoses of sarcomas in dogs and cats were made

according to the current guidelines proposed by the Davis-

Thompson Foundation (39). Periaxin and ionized calcium-binding

adapter protein 1 staining were performed in canine STS to rule out

peripheral nerve sheet tumors and histiocytic sarcoma. Feline FS

occurred predominantly at injection sites and also included tumors

with characteristic features of injection-site sarcoma.

Healthy control samples including skin, subcutis, and muscle

were harvested from six dogs and seven cats less than 6 hours after

euthanasia due to reasons not associated with this study. The tissue

samples were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 hours to

48 hours and thereafter routinely processed and embedded in

paraffin. Routine H&E staining was performed to exclude any

underlying skin and muscle pathology. Archived FFPE tissue

samples from dermal and subcutaneous inflammatory lesions of

10 dogs and 10 cats were used for comparison with FAP expression

in STS.
Selection of human tissue

Human FFPE tumor tissue samples were retrieved from the

archives of the Department of Pathology and Molecular Pathology,

University Hospital Zurich. The use of tissue samples derived from

humans was approved by the Cantonal Ethics Commission of

Zurich (BASEC-2021-00417). STS subtypes used for this study

were MFS, UPS, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP), and

MPNST and had been diagnosed and graded for clinical purposes

by an expert soft tissue and bone pathologist (C.P.) according to

WHO guidelines. Two-micrometer sections were cut, and a routine

H&E stain was performed to define tumor areas and margins as well

as healthy adjacent tissues.

The use of tissue samples derived from humans was approved

by the Cantonal Ethics Commission of Zurich (BASEC-2021-

00417). The use of canine and feline tissue samples from archives

does not require ethical approval.
Anti-FAP immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry was performed using a primary anti-

FAP alpha recombinant monoclonal rabbit antibody (ab207178;

EPR20021; Abcam, Cambridge, UK). Antibody validation for

canine and feline was demonstrated by Western blotting

(Supplementary Material). Control tissue samples for IHC in dogs

and cats comprised a canine STS and a feline mammary carcinoma,

and for humans, the sample comprised breast cancer. As negative

control tissue in dogs and cats, a healthy skin sample was used, and

in humans, dogs, and cats, the primary antibody was omitted from

the positive control. Staining protocols were established and

optimized for each species. The primary anti-FAP alpha antibody

dilution was chosen after assessment of the dilution series in each

species, determining a concentration with a high signal and low
frontiersin.org
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background staining: 1:200 (canine tissue), 1:150 (feline tissue), and

1:100 dilution (human tissue).

Of FFPE canine and feline tissue blocks, 2-mm-thick sections

were mounted on positively charged slides (SuperFrost Plus slides,

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and dried overnight

at 37°C. Unstained sections were deparaffinized with four xylene

baths for 5 min each using the Tissue-Tek Film (Sysmex, Kobe,

Japan) followed by rehydration using degressive alcohol series

(100%, 95%, and 70% ethanol) and rinsing in distilled water.

Slides were incubated in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid buffer

(pH 9.0) for 20 minutes in a pressure cooker set to 98°C for heat-

induced antigen retrieval, followed by a washing step in distilled

water. Slides were put into Tris-buffered saline wash buffer (Dako,

Carpinteria, CA, USA; 3006) before being stained in the Dako

Autostainer. The primary antibody was diluted, and incubation was

performed for 60 min at room temperature for canine tissue and

overnight for feline tissue at 4°C, followed by peroxidase blocking

(peroxidase blocking buffer, Dako S2023) for 10 min at room

temperature and incubation with the secondary antibody

(Envision+System HRP Rabbit (Dako K4003)) for 30 min at

room temperature. Between those steps, slides were rinsed with

Tris-buffered saline wash buffer (Dako 3006). For visualization, the

chromogen diaminobenzidine (DAB Detection Kit (Dako K3468))

was used with an incubation time of 10 min at room temperature

followed by rinsing with distilled water. All sections were

counterstained with hematoxylin for 2 seconds, rinsed with tap

water, dehydrated in the Prisam (Sysmex) with increasing Xylol

series (70%, 95%, and 100% Xylol), and coverslipped with the

Tissue-Tek Film. Human tissue staining was performed using the

Bond LeicaRX staining platform. Tissue was pretreated using an

epitope retrieval solution buffer H2 Leica applied at 100°C for 30
Frontiers in Oncology 04
minutes. The primary antibody (ab207178) was used as a 1:100

Bond Antibody Diluent and applied for 30 min. For visualization,

Bond Polymer Refine Detection Kit DS9800 was used.
Qualitative and semiquantitative analyses
of FAP expression

The qualitative and semiquantitative analyses of human tissue

samples were performed by two pathologists (C.P. and M.H.) with 8

and 5 years of experience in this field, respectively. Canine and

feline tissue assessments were performed by a board-certified

veterinary pathologist (C.K.) with 23 years of experience and a

trained PhD student (P.B.) under the supervision of a veterinary

pathologist. The evaluation was performed on digitalized slides and

included the type of labeled cells (stromal cells and tumor cells),

uniformity of staining in FAP-positive cells (pattern of expression),

staining homogeneity throughout the tumor sample, percentage of

stained tumor area, and intensity of staining as previously described

(40). The overall percentage of FAP tumor labeling was scored as

previously described: +1, absence of or weak FAP labeling in <1% of

the cells; 2+, labeling of 1% to 10% of the cells; 3+, labeling of 11% to

50% of the cells; and 4+, labeling of over 50% of tumor cells. labeling

intensity was graded as follows: 0, no labeling; 1, weak labeling; 2,

intermediate labeling; and 3, strong labeling (40).

A final grade of positivity was calculated by multiplying both

scores. A final expression score was considered as no expression at a

value of 0, low at 1 to 3, intermediate at 4 to 6, and high at 8 to 12

(Figure 1). If a tumor sample had an inhomogeneous staining pattern

with more than one-third of the tumor area showing a higher staining

intensity, evaluation was performed in areas with a strong IHC signal.
FIGURE 1

Example images of FAP-stained human, canine, and feline soft tissue sarcomas using a monoclonal anti-FAP antibody (dilution 1:100 human, 1:150
feline, and 1:200 canine). Tissue samples showed varying FAP expression, which was graded using a semiquantitative FAP expression score ranging
from score 0 (no expression), score 1 (low expression), score 2 (intermediate expression) to score 3 (high expression). In cats, all tumors showed at
least a low FAP positivity and had a score of 1 or higher, and no score of 0 was given. The images show examples of cytoplasmic (e.g., human score
2 and feline score 3) and membranous (e.g., human score 3 and canine score 3) staining patterns of tumor cells. Scale bar 50 µm. FAP, fibroblast
activation protein alpha.
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Quantitative image analysis

An automated histomorphometry software Visiopharm®
(Hørsholm, Denmark) was used for the quantification of FAP

staining in digitalized whole-slide images (Figure 2). The first

annotation of regions of interest (ROIs) was performed roughly

manually (P.B.) before the software detected and excluded artifacts

from these ROIs. The ROIs were set to delineate tumor,

peritumoral, and control tissues separately. For peritumoral and

control to tissue, three different ROIs were chosen: the epidermis

and dermis (collagen) and adipose and muscle tissues. In the

inflammatory controls, the inflamed areas were included in the
Frontiers in Oncology 05
ROI (inflammation) and distinguished from adjacent non-

inflammatory tissues.

Within the second step, for each tissue type, one application was

designed to measure the FAP-labeled area and the mean intensity

(MI) of staining (Figure 3). The FAP-labeled area was stratified by

the intensity of staining into areas of five levels (0–4), ranging from

background staining (negative) to weak, intermediate, strong, and

very strong immunoreactivity (Figure 3). The total FAP positively

stained area was calculated as the sum of levels 1–4 for each slide.

Due to the different sizes of ROIs, all measured areas within these

ROIs were normalized to a standardized area of 10 high-power

(×400) fields (HPF) for all further comparisons (2.37 mm2 in total)
FIGURE 2

Schematic representation of the strategy for visual and digital image analyses. Anti-fibroblast activation protein alpha and routine hematoxylin and
eosin-stained glass slides were scanned in a Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-HT scanner. They were used for quantitative, semiquantitative, and
qualitative image analyses. A qualitative visual assessment of FAP-labeled tissue was performed by pathologists, and a semiquantitative FAP
expression score was defined for each tumor. For automated quantitative image analysis using artificial intelligence, digitized slides were stored on a
centralized server, and a direct link was established with the Visiopharm Integrator System (VIS) version 6.9.0.2779 (Visiopharm, Hørsholm, Denmark)
platform. The first step of digital image analysis was the manual delineation of the regions of interest (ROIs). Each color represents one tissue type
that was assessed separately. Automated tissue detection for segmentation and exclusion of artifacts (in gray) was performed. Automated visual
detection and quantification of FAP labeling resulted in quantitative output measures. The algorithm for the different brown groups was designed
so that it uses a pixel intensity thresholding for the level 1 (FAP-positive cells) weak immunoreactivity of 131–175 pixels; level 2, intermediate
immunoreactivity (101–130 pixels); level 3, strong immunoreactivity (71–100 pixel); level 4, very strong immunoreactivity (<71 pixels). Pixel values
above 176 were considered as background staining intensity (FAP-negative cells). The FAP-labeled areas, the staining intensity levels, and the mean
staining intensity were used for statistical comparison. Results of the qualitative and quantitative FAP tumor labeling were used for target selection
criteria scoring. FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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(41). The second output measure was defined as the overall MI of

the ROI expressed as pixel value with lower values representing a

stronger brown staining for FAP.
Target selection criteria scoring

In order to evaluate the potential for future imaging, the TASC

score was applied as previously described (37, 38) (Table 1). Diffuse

and focal overexpression of FAP in STS samples (criterion II) was

semiquantitatively assessed by estimating the percentage of positive

tumor cells. The assessment was performed by two investigators for

canine and feline tumors (P.B. and C.K.) and two pathologists for

human tissue samples (M.H. and C.P.). The number of positive STS

samples with more than 50% positive tumor cells was then

calculated. The tumor-to-normal (T/N) tissue ratio of FAP was

calculated using the results of the quantitative IHC analysis. The

standardized areas of FAP labeling (intensity levels 1–4) for each

STS sample were compared with the standardized areas of FAP

labeling in non-neoplastic tissues. An average of the labeled area in

the peritumoral and healthy control tissue samples was calculated

for each species and tumor entity including muscle, adipose, and
Frontiers in Oncology 06
epidermis/dermis tissues. For every single tumor, the ratio between

the FAP-labeled tumor area to the average FAP-labeled control

tissue area was calculated. To receive a T/N ratio for the different

species and STS entities, the number of tumors with a ratio under

and over 10 was calculated within the different groups. The ratio of

a group was judged as >10 if the majority (>50%) of the tumors had

a T/N ratio greater than 10.

The percentage of tumors with overexpression of FAP was

assessed by judging the FAP positivity for every single tumor and

adding up the number of FAP-positive tumors. An STS was judged

as positive if 10% of the tumor cells expressed an intermediate-to-

strong staining pattern.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the commercially

available software GraphPad Prism 9.1.2., La Jolla, CA, USA) and

SPSS 27.0 statistical software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,

USA). Data were assessed for normal distribution. A non-

parametric test for unpaired samples (Kruskal–Wallis test) was

used to compare means of FAP-stained areas and MI pixel values
TABLE 1 Description of the target selection criteria scoring (TASC) published by van Oosten et al. (2011) (38).

Criteria Description of the scoring system Maximum
score

FAP
scoring

I Extracellular protein localization
Receptor bound to cell surface = 5
In close proximity to the tumor cell = 3

5 5 (31)

II
Diffuse overexpression through tumor
tissue

Staining ≥50% of tumor cells in the majority (>50%) of patients = 4
Staining <50% of tumor cells and/or in <50% of patients = 0

4 NA for STS

III Tumor-to-normal tissue ratio T/N > 10 = 3 T/N ≤ 10 = 0 3 NA for STS

IV Percentage of overexpression in patients ≥90% = 6, 70%–89% = 5, 50%–69% = 3, 10%–49% = 0 6 NA for STS

V Previous imaging success in vivo
Yes = 2 (including NIR imaging, PET/CT, MRI, and other imaging
modalities)

2 2 (24, 42–44)

VI Enzymatic activity Yes = 1 1 1 (44–46)

VII Target-mediated internalization Yes = 1 1 1 (47–49)

Total 22 ≥9
T/N, tumor-to-normal tissue ratio; PET/CT, positron emission tomography/computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha; STS, soft
tissue sarcoma.
A B C

FIGURE 3

Example for quantitative image analysis of FAP staining in grade 3 human malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor. (A) The H&E-stained section,
(B) the FAP IHC section, and (C) the corresponding FAP-positive areas after quantification in color. Different colors represent the different labeling
intensity levels ranging from level 1 (yellow; weak immunoreactivity) to level 2 (red; intermediate), level 3 (blue; strong), to level 4 (green; very strong
immunoreactivity). The FAP-positive tumor cells show a cytoplasmic staining pattern of intermediate staining intensity. Endothelial cells of the artery
on the right side of the image show a weak positivity for FAP, while the smooth muscle cells are negative. Myofibroblasts of the tunica adventitia
show strong FAP positivity. Magnification ×40. FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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between tumor, peritumoral, and control tissues, between STS

subtypes, and between species. Dunn’s post-hoc correction was

carried out on each pair of groups to adjust the p-value for

multiple testing. For statistical comparison of categorical data

(final grade of positivity), Pearson’s chi-squared test was used.

Spearman’s coefficient was used to assess the correlation between

FAP-stained area or MI pixel values and the tumor grade or final

grade of positivity. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

The included 53 canine STSs comprised 30 PWT, 16 STS NOS,

and seven cFS (peritumoral tissue was available in 44 of these 53

samples). Feline STSs were 22 fFSs, all containing peritumoral

tissue, and the 39 human STS entities included 10 MPNST, 10

UPS, 9 DFSP, and 10 MFS (peritumoral tissue available in 34

samples). Tumor grades are provided in Table 2.
Qualitative and semiquantitative visual
assessments of FAP staining

Thirty-three human (33/39, 85%), 40 canine (40/53, 76%), and

22 feline (22/24, 92%) STSs showed FAP expression in over 10% of

the tumor cells. The visually estimated mean percentage of FAP-

labeled tumor cells was 51.1% ± 36.2% for canine, 56.6% ± 21.3% for

feline, and 61.1% ± 41.7% for human STS (Table 3). While the FAP

expression of tumor cells was primarily cytoplasmic in human STS,

a more mixed expression in cytoplasm and cell membrane was

apparent in canine and feline tumor cells (Table 3, Figure 1). There

was a marked intertumoral heterogeneity of the FAP-positive areas

and the intensity of staining ranging from strong positivity to

complete absence of staining, in half of the STS tissue samples.

Table 4 lists the FAP positivity of different cell types of healthy,

inflamed, and tumor tissue samples of human, canine, and feline

tissue samples.

Overall, the FAP expression score was high in 52.8% of canine

(28/53), 66.7% of feline (16/24), and 43.6% of human STSs (17/39)

(Figure 4). The highest expression scores were reached by PWT

with canine STS and UPS within human STS entities. While all

feline FSs reached at least a low FAP expression score, 13.2% of

canine (7/53) and 23.1% of human STSs (9/39) were not expressing

FAP. Most of the human STSs without FAP expression were DFSP
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(5/9). Taking together STSs with intermediate and high FAP

expression scores, more than half of all tumors showed an

intermediate-to-high FAP expression (canine STS, 33/53, 62.3%;

feline STS, 21/24, 87.5%; human STS, 27/39, 69.2%).
Quantitative assessment of FAP staining

The area of FAP-positive tumor tissue was similar in all

species (p > 0.8990) with a relative stained area of 30.6%, 33.0%,

and 42.2% in canine, feline, and human STSs, respectively. In all

species, the FAP-positive area was significantly larger in the tumor

tissue compared to peritumoral tissue of the same species (p <

0.0001) and in dogs and cats of the healthy control tissue (p <

0.0001), while no differences were detected comparing tumor

tissue samples to inflamed canine and feline tissue samples (p >

0.9999). In cats, the FAP-stained area was larger in inflamed tissue

samples compared to healthy feline control (p = 0.0001) and

peritumoral tissue samples (p = 0.0063). No statistically significant

differences were detected for the corresponding canine tissue

samples. The FAP-stained area in peritumoral tissue samples

was similar compared to healthy control tissue samples in dogs

and cats (p > 0.2102). Dividing the FAP-stained area into the

different staining intensity levels, the largest area of the tumors

showed a high intensity of staining (level 4) in all species. No

differences between species in the proportion of FAP-positive area

were detected between the different intensity levels (p > 0.1634).

For the MI pixel values, the lowest mean values, representing a

more intense brown staining, were measured for human STSs

followed by canine and feline STSs, with no significant differences

(p > 0.4689). The mean staining intensity values were lower in

tumor samples compared to peritumoral tissue samples of all

species (p = 0.0127) and lower in tumor samples compared to the

healthy control tissue samples in dogs and cats (p < 0.0011). There

was no difference in the MI pixel values between tumor samples

and inflamed tissue samples in canine and feline tissue samples (p

> 0.9999). Likewise, the MI pixel values in canine and feline

healthy control tissue samples were similar compared to the

staining intensity in peritumoral tissue (p = 0.9999). Compared

to healthy control tissue samples, the MI values measured in

inflamed tissue samples of cats were lower, representing a more

intense staining (p = 0.0342).

Figure 5A illustrates the stained areas for the different tissue

types (adipose tissue, epidermis/dermis, and muscle) of the
TABLE 2 Grading of the included canine, feline, and human soft tissue sarcomas.

Tumor grade Canine Feline Human

PWT
(n = 30)

STS NOS
(n = 16)

cFS
(n = 7)

fFS
(n = 24)

MPNST
(n = 10)

UPS
(n = 10)

DFSP
(n = 9)

MFS
(n = 10)

Grade 1 21 (70%) 8 (50%) 4 (57%) 5 (21%) 0 0 N/A 0

Grade 2 8 (27%) 7 (44%) 2 (29%) 17 (71%) 2 (20%) 0 N/A 0

Grade 3 1 (3%) 1 (6%) 1 (14%) 2 (8%) 7 (70%) 10 (100%) N/A 10 (100%)
fro
STS, soft tissue sarcoma; MPNST, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma; DFSP, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans; MFS, myxofibrosarcoma;
PWT, perivascular wall tumor; cFS, canine fibrosarcoma; STS NOS, STS not further specified; fFS, feline fibrosarcoma.
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peritumoral and control tissue samples. FAP-stained areas in the

peritumoral tissue were similar between species and similar if

compared to the healthy control tissue of the same species. FAP-

stained areas reached the highest values in the dermis/epidermis in

all species with significant differences comparing peritumoral

epidermis/dermis to peritumoral adipose tissue in dogs (p =

0.0043) and peritumoral and healthy control epidermis/dermis

compared to muscle tissue in dogs and cats (p < 0.0198).

Comparison of FAP labeling between STS entities detected

differences in the stained tumor area between STS NOS and UPS

(p = 0.0045) and cFS and UPS (p = 0.0105) (Figure 5B) with the

largest stained tumor area in UPS. Splitting up the stained area into

the staining intensity levels, level 4 was taken for comparison

showing that there were no differences between STS entities

independent of the species, with the only exception of a lower

FAP staining in STS NOS compared to fFS (p = 0.0313) (Figure 5C).

For the MI pixel values, differences were detected between STS NOS
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and UPS (p = 0.0267) and DFSP and UPS (p = 0.0386) (Figure 5D),

with a higher intensity of FAP staining in UPS.
Correlation analysis

There was a weak negative correlation between tumor grade and

FAP-stained area (r = −0.3289, p < 0.0162) and a positive correlation

with the MI pixel values (r = 0.3691, p = 0.0065) in dogs. Tumor

grade did not correlate with the stained area in cats (r = 0.3473, p =

0.0964) or the MI pixel values (r = −0.2633, p = 0.2138).

There was a strong positive correlation between the visually

assessed expression score and the FAP-stained area in canine and

feline STSs (r = 0.8104, p < 0.0001) and in human STSs (r = 0.8272, p

< 0.0001). Amoderate negative correlation was found for theMI pixel

values in feline and canine STSs (r = −0.6878, p < 0.0001) and a strong

negative correlation for human STSs (r = −0.8511, p < 0.0001).
TABLE 3 Results of the qualitative and semiquantitative visual assessment of FAP tumor staining.

Parameter Canine Feline Human

Percentage of FAP-stained tumor cells (mean ± SD) 51.1% ± 36.2% 56.6% ± 21.3% 61.1% ± 41.7%

Labeling pattern Cytoplasmic 6/53 (11.3%) 1/24 (4.2%) 19/39 (48.7%)

Membranous 3/53 (5.7%) 1/24 (4.2%) 1/39 (2.6%)

Cytopl-membr 37/53 (69.8%) 21/24 (87.5%) 9/39 (23.1%)

No expression 7/53 (13.2%) 1/24 (4.2%) 10/39 (39%)

Staining of cells between or close to tumor cells Yes 28/53 (52.8%) 20/24 (83.3%) 31/24 (79.5%)

No 25/53 (47.2%) 4/34 (16.7%) 8/24 (20.5%)

Homogeneity of FAP labeling intensity throughout the tumor Homogeneous 33/53 (62.3%) 10/24 (41.7%) 23/39 (59%)

Heterogeneous 20/53 (37.7%) 12/24 (50%) 16/39 (41%)

Homogeneity of FAP-labeled cells throughout the tumor Homogeneous 33/53 (62.3%) 12/24 (50%) 18/39 (53.8%)

Heterogeneous 20/53 (37.7%) 11/24 (45.8%) 21/39 (46.2%)
FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
TABLE 4 Overview of the FAP-positive cell types in the different tissue types for the different species.

Tissue
type

Species Fibrocytes Fibroblasts Adipocytes Endothelial
cells

Peripheral nerve
fibers

Muscle
fibers

Immune
cells

Tumor
tissue

Human Neg Pos Neg Pos Pos Neg Variable

Canine Neg Pos Neg Pos Pos Neg Variable

Feline Neg Pos Neg Pos Pos Neg Variable

Inflamed
tissue

Canine Neg Pos Neg Pos Pos Neg Variable

Feline Neg Pos Neg Pos Pos Neg Variable

Healthy
tissue

Canine Neg n.a Neg Pos Pos Neg n.a

Feline Neg n.a Neg Pos Pos Neg n.a
n.a., not applicable; FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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Target selection criteria scoring

Diffuse overexpression throughout the tumor tissue (criterion

II) defined as diffuse FAP staining in ≥50% of tumor cells in the

majority (>50%) of the tumors was present in canine, feline, and

human STSs and therefore achieved a maximal score of 4 (Table 5).

In STS NOS and cFS, less than half of the tumors showed a FAP

positivity over 50% of the tumor cells (score 0). A T/N ratio

(criterion III) of over 10 could be reached in the majority of fFSs

and human STSs (score 3), while less than half of the canine tumors

had a ratio of over 10 (score 0). The lowest number of tumors with a

T/N ratio over 10 was detected in MFS and STS NOS. The number

of tumors with overexpression of FAP (criterion IV) was the highest

in fFS (score 6) followed by human and canine STSs (score 5).

Altogether, the TASC scoring of canine, feline, and human STSs
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was equal to or above 18 with the highest TASC score being

achieved in fFS, indicating the suitability of FAP as the target for

imaging in all species. The differentiation of TASC scores for the

different STS entities is given in Figure 6. Only STS NOS and cFS

displayed a TASC score below 18; all other entities showed scores

above 18, classifying FAP as a suitable target for NIR imaging.
Discussion

In this immunohistochemical study, we describe the expression

of FAP in selected human, canine, and feline STS subtypes using

FFPE tissue samples. FAP expression was detected in 85% (33/39)

of canine, 76% (40/53) of feline, and 92% (22/24) of human STSs.

Quantitative immunohistological analyses confirm a significant
FIGURE 4

Results of the semiquantitative FAP expression scores. MPNST, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic
sarcoma; DFSP, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans; MFS, myxofibrosarcoma; PWT, perivascular wall tumor; cFS, canine fibrosarcoma; STS NOS, soft
tissue sarcoma not further specified; fFS, feline fibrosarcoma; FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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overexpression of FAP in STSs compared to peritumoral, healthy

skin, subcutaneous, and muscle tissue samples of the same species.

Furthermore, we could prove similarities in the qualitative and

quantitative IHC expression profiles of FAP in STS of humans and

companion animals. Based on the results of this study and evidence

extracted from the literature, FAP is a suitable and promising target

for in vivo FGS of STS in humans, dogs, and cats.

In vivo optical FGS using targeted NIR fluorescent dyes is of

great interest for intraoperative sarcoma imaging to ease complete

tumor resection by visual guidance of the surgeon during the

procedure. However, the heterogeneity and rarity of STS make

target identification for FGS of these neoplasms especially

challenging. Overexpression of the target structure in the

neoplastic tissue samples is crucial to achieving a specific

accumulation of targeted dyes in the tumor, and FAP is among

the list of potential candidates.
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FAP positivity was previously documented in human

fibrosarcoma (5/5), MFS (4/4), leiomyosarcoma (8/10),

liposarcoma (3/4), and undifferentiated sarcoma (2/3) cell lines

(33). Dohi et al. (2008) demonstrated FAP positivity in frozen

sections of three low-grade myofibroblastic sarcomas using IHC

(34). In our study, 62.3% of canine (33/53), 87.5% of feline (21/24),

and 69.2% of human STS (27/39) show an intermediate-to-high

FAP expression score with 31%, 33%, and 42% of the tumor area

being positive for FAP, respectively.

Clinically, radiolabeled FAPIs are promising for molecular

imaging in people using PET/CT due to rapid blood clearance

and limited uptake in normal and high uptake in tumor tissues,

leading to excellent tumor-to-background ratios (24). Recently
68Ga-FAPI was used in a prospective clinical study for sarcoma

imaging in 15 people. Its uptake intensity was positively correlated

with IHC FAP expression (50). Furthermore, FAP-targeted
A B
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FIGURE 5

Quantitative analysis of the FAP staining in healthy (blue) and peritumoral (red) canine and feline tissue (A) and tumor tissue (green) of canine
(unpatterned), feline (dotted pattern), and human STSs (striped pattern) (B–D). (A) Box plot illustrating the FAP-stained area (µm2) per 10 high power
fields (2.37 mm2) for the different tissue types—adipose tissue, epidermis/dermis, and muscle tissue—of the peritumoral and control tissue divided by
species. FAP-stained areas in the peritumoral tissue of one tissue type are similar between species and similar if compared to the healthy control
tissue of the same species (p > 0.2838). FAP-stained areas reach the highest values in the epidermis/dermis in all species with significant differences
comparing peritumoral epidermis/dermis to peritumoral adipose tissue in dogs (p = 0.0043), peritumoral epidermis/dermis to peritumoral muscle
tissue in dogs and cats (canine p = 0.0001, feline p = 0.0084), and healthy epidermis/dermis to healthy muscle tissue in dogs (dogs p = 0.0198). (B–
D) Box plots representing the total stained area (B), the stained area within level 4 (high staining intensity) (C), and the mean staining intensity (MI) (D)
of tumor tissue for the different STS entities. UPS has the largest stained area and the highest intensity of staining (low MI pixel value) with
differences if compared to STS NOS (stained area p = 0.0045, MI p = 0.0267), cFS (stained area p = 0.0105), and DFSP (MI p = 0.0386). Stained areas
(C) within level 4 differ for STS entities only between STS NOS and fFS (p = 0.0313). STS, soft tissue sarcoma; MPNST, malignant peripheral nerve
sheath tumor; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma; DFSP, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans; MFS, myxofibrosarcoma; PWT, perivascular
wall tumor; cFS, canine fibrosarcoma; STS NOS, STS not further specified; fFS, feline fibrosarcoma; FAP, fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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radioligand therapy has been described in case reports including the

first patients with STS (51, 52).

A second major limitation in the development of new treatment

strategies for STS is the rarity of the condition in humans. The so-

called rare cancers are hard to investigate, resulting in poor
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advances in diagnosis and treatment (53, 54). Therefore, in rare

cancers, such as STS, the validation of suitable animal models is

especially important.

Dogs are far more often affected by STS than humans (incidence

40:100,000) and represent an immunocompetent translational
TABLE 5 Target selection criteria scoring for soft tissue sarcoma.

Species and
STS entity

Criteria

TASC score
(0–22)

II III IV

Score % tumors >50% pos.
tumor cells

Score Patients with
T/N ratio >10

Score % patients with
overexpression*

Human total 4 32/39 (82%) 3 18/34 (53%) 5 33/39 (85%) 21

MPNST 4 7/10 (90%) 0 3/9 (33%) 6 7/10 (90%) 19

UPS 4 9/10 (90%) 3 7/10 (70%) 6 9/10 (90%) 22

DFSP 4 7/9 (78%) 0 3/7 (43%) 5 7/9 (78%) 18

MFS 4 9/10 (90%) 3 5/8 (63%) 6 9/10 (90%) 22

Canine total 4 30/53 (57%) 0 20/44 (45%) 5 40/53 (76%) 18

PWT 4 22/30 (73%) 3 12/23 (52%) 5 25/30 (83%) 21

STS NOS 0 5/16 (32%) 0 5/14 (36%) 3 10/16 (62%) 12

cFS 0 3/7 (43%) 0 3/7 (43%) 5 5/7 (71%) 14

Feline fFS 4 19/24 (79%) 3 11/22 (50%) 6 22/24 (92%) 22
TASC, target selection criteria scoring; STS, soft tissue sarcoma; MPNST, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma; DFSP, dermatofibrosarcoma
protuberans; MFS, myxofibrosarcoma; PWT, perivascular wall tumor; cFS, canine fibrosarcoma; STS NOS, STS not further specified; fFS, feline fibrosarcoma; FAP, fibroblast activation protein
alpha. * % of patients with overexpression is defined as the number of FAP-positive tumors with more than 10% of the tumor cells expressing FAP.
FIGURE 6

Target selection criteria (TASC) score and final FAP expression score for the different species and STS entities. STS, soft tissue sarcoma; MPNST,
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma; DFSP, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans; MFS,
myxofibrosarcoma; PWT, perivascular wall tumor; cFS, canine fibrosarcoma; STS NOS, STS not further specified; fFS, feline fibrosarcoma; FAP,
fibroblast activation protein alpha.
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model of spontaneous carcinogenesis (3, 5). Due to their shorter

lifespan and more rapid progression of cancer, trial completion is

relatively fast and allows more timely assessment of clinical

outcomes (55), which also applies to their feline counterpart. In

addition, spontaneous companion animal models have several

advantages over other animal trials such as exposition to the

same environmental surrounding as people or spontaneous

cancer development (55, 56). However, thorough basic research

and more comparative studies are required to advance our

understanding of where disease processes are similar or different

across species. Despite dogs and cats being already advocated as

ideal animal models for sarcoma research, direct cross-species

comparative studies for target evaluation in STS are missing so

far. We could show that significant FAP expression in STS is present

in all three species, compared to the surrounding tissue. Based on

these and other histological and IHC cross-species similarities, dogs

and cats should be considered suitable translational models to

further investigate FAP-targeted NIR dyes (2, 11, 56).

In addition to the overexpression in tumor tissue, the absence of

target expression in non-neoplastic tissue samples is pivotal to

achieving good contrast between the tumor and surrounding tissue.

Previous investigations proposed an absence of low expression of

FAP in several types of normal tissue samples (33, 34, 57, 58). Rettig

et al. (1988) already observed marked FAP expression in scar tissue

after surgical incisions but an absence of positivity in the adjacent

dermis (33). In accordance with the described FAP expression in

healing tissue, Dohi et al. (2008) proved high FAP expression in

granulation tissue (34). The expression of FAP in wound healing,

primarily in activated fibroblasts, is well known, while it is hardy

restricted in normal fibroblasts (58). These findings are in

alignment with our results: FAP-specific overexpression in the

tumor samples compared to peritumoral and healthy control

tissue samples was evident, while inflamed tissue samples show

large areas of positive FAP labeling, diminishing the contrast.

However, FAP expression in the inflamed peritumoral regions

was significantly lower compared to inflammation tissue samples

not associated with cancer (e.g., infection or injury). Therefore, we

conclude that in vivo tumor margin delineation would still be

feasible irrespective of peritumoral inflammatory reactions using

an anti-FAP targeting NIR tracer. Taking into consideration these

observations, FAP might not qualify as a suitable target in scar

excision or revision of incomplete tumor resection shortly after the

initial surgery due to the presence of activated fibroblasts in the

healing wound.

Comparison of FAP expression among different STS entities is

limited considering the small sample size within each STS entity

cohort ranging between 7 and 30 tumor samples each. In addition,

the classification of STS entities is far less precise in veterinary

medicine compared to humans and is solely based on

morphological features and IHC characterization (8). PWT, the

largest cohort of included canine STSs, is composed of

hemangiopericytomas, angioleiomyomas, myopericytomas,

ang iomyofibrob las tomas , and angiofibromas (59) . A

subclassification of PWT is not routinely performed, as complex

IHC panels are not routinely applied in veterinary pathology due to

the associated high costs and the missing impact of subclassification
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on treatment (60). Common PWTs are hemangiopericytomas

resembling their human counterpart (59) even though, in human

prognosis, the metastatic rates and clinical characteristics of

hemangiopericytoma patients vary greatly (61). PWT in dogs and

UPS in humans were the entities with the highest FAP expression

score, largest FAP-stained area, and highest intensity of staining in

tumor tissue. In addition, those two entities showed the highest

number of tumors with a T/N ratio over 10 if compared to the other

entities of the same species, reaching the highest TASC scores

together with MFS.

Human MFS and UPS have been screened for target expression

previously. Tumor endothelial marker 1 (TEM1) and vascular

endothelial growth factor A (VEGF A) were identified as the

targets with the highest TASC scores (62). In addition, in MFS,

TEM1 showed the highest tumor-to-background ratios assessed

using IHC (63). VEGF A is also expressed in normal vasculature,

and overexpression in the peritumoral tissue was detected in a few

MFS cases (25). Lack of tumor specificity decreased its suitability for

tumor targeting as reflected by the TASC score of 17 compared to

21 out of 22 for TEM1 (62) and FAP assessed in our study with 22 in

human, 21 in feline, and 18 in canine STSs. Nevertheless, VEGF A

has already been targeted during FGS in 15 human sarcoma patients

using bevacizumab-800CW, proving its feasibility and safety (30).

In dogs, VEGF expression is described in canine PWT (64), and

recently, an IHC assessing overexpression of TEM1 in canine FS

was published (65). Thus, their potential as targets for canine STS

needs to be considered. However, all of those studies focused on

specific STS entities, and no ideal target for the whole group of STS

has been identified so far (38, 62).

Within a subgroup of STS, heterogeneity of FAP expression can

be caused by factors such as the tumor grade or preoperative

treatment. In human STS, we could not assess the impact of the

tumor grade on the FAP expression statistically, as most of them

were high grades. However, the investigated high-grade STS showed

a high variability of FAP expression. In dogs, we found a non-

significant negative correlation between higher tumor grade and

FAP expression. If this finding is true and can be verified in

independent studies, it would contradict findings in other tumor

types where FAP overexpression is associated with an increase in

the tumor’s aggressiveness. In canine mast cell tumors (40) as well

as in human pancreatic adenocarcinoma, colon or lung cancer FAP

is known to be a negative prognostic factor (66–68). In addition to

high intertumoral heterogeneity, we found a marked intratumoral

heterogeneity of FAP expression within single tumors. Whole-slide

analysis as in this study better reflects this heterogeneity and limits

sampling bias if compared to frequently used microarrays.

Nevertheless, the analyzed slides still represent only a small

fraction of the entire tumor. Intratumoral heterogeneity may be

caused by genetically distinct cellular populations with certain

subclonal mutations (69). Significant differences between tumor

centers and margins were not investigated but could be of interest to

future studies.

This study has several limitations. First, our results are solely

based on the IHC of FFPE tissue samples, and no additional protein

analyses such as Western blotting or PCR were included to confirm

and further quantify the FAP expression. However, IHC staining of
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tumor tissue is a validated and commonly used technique to

evaluate the degree of biomarker expression and has already been

used for target screening in STS (25, 33, 62, 63). In contrast, there

are currently no scores for imaging targets available based on PCR

or sequencing data. Pre-analytic and post-analytic variables can

influence IHC results (70) and especially the intensity of staining.

As we used stored FFPE tissue samples of multiple institutions, pre-

analytical variables such as the time point and duration of

formaldehyde fixation, tissue handling during processing, or time

of FFPE storage could not be controlled, leading to possible reaction

bias (70, 71). Tissue collection, processing, and storage conditions

can impair the immunoreactivity of the antigen epitopes. Analytical

inaccuracy may result from differences in the staining protocol of

human, canine, and feline tissue samples and different laboratories

involved. In the initial pre-study phase, different antibodies were

tested for their eligibility. Although polyclonal anti-FAP antibodies

were previously utilized in canine mammary (72) and mast cell

tumor tissue samples (40), in our study, a monoclonal anti-FAP

primary antibody was selected, as it showed a more specific staining

pattern. The previously described polyclonal antibody showed

unspecific staining of epidermal and dermal tissue and high

interspecies variation of background staining (own observations,

not published). However, this problem is widely known; therefore,

monoclonal antibodies are generally considered to be the more

reliable choice (71). The specificity of the selected monoclonal

antibody to bind FAP in dogs and cats was proven by Western

blotting (Supplementary Material). Furthermore, the different

antibody dilutions for staining of canine, feline, and human tissue

were selected based on an optimal staining pattern depicted in

control tissue after processing with antibody dilution series. The

choice of diluent has a significant impact on the staining results, as

the optimal antibody diluent supports antibody–epitope

interactions and specificity. Due to this fact, we chose specific

dilutions for each species, accepting that it may have an impact

on the interspecies comparability of our results. However, there are

several other factors such as masking of the epitopes by crosslinking

of proteins after paraffin embedding, which need to be considered

even after optimal antigen retrieval techniques are applied. We

further tried to limit post-analytical variables and interpretation

bias by using a uniform semiquantitative scoring system and

artificial intelligence (AI) for quantitative image analysis.

Although our IHC results are promising, the in vitro expression

of FAP does not necessarily reflect the in vivo expression of FAP on

the surface of tumor cells in STS. Further in vitro studies are needed

for the characterization and measurement of FAP expression of

mesenchymal tumor cells. In addition, the effect of various

neoadjuvant treatments on biomarker up- and downregulation

needs to be studied in a larger cohort. Finally, we analyzed only a

small fraction of STS entities with a relatively small sample size

within each subgroup. Therefore, subgroup comparisons of FAP

expression patterns need to be interpreted with caution.

Nevertheless, this study represents the largest cohort of human

STS samples investigated for the expression of FAP and is the first

study investigating FAP expression in canine and feline STSs.
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Conclusion

Target specificity and tumor-specific uptake are critical

determinants for the accuracy and efficacy of molecular NIR

imaging. With this study on FFPE tissue samples, we could show

that FAP is expressed in tumor cells in the majority of STSs of dogs,

cats, and humans. Furthermore, our observations suggest that

expression of FAP in healthy and peritumoral non-neoplastic

tissues is limited to low levels, resulting in an adequate tumor-to-

normal tissue ratio. These results underline that FAP is a possible

target protein for NIR fluorescent imaging in STS and warrant

further in vitro/in vivo studies to confirm these promising findings.

In addition, results indicate that dogs and cats could serve as

spontaneous large animal models for this rare but often fatal

human disease.
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